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                     ABSTRACT 
An operator analytic solution of quadratically-coupled optomechanical system using 
Hisenberg equation of motion and short-time dynamics to investigate the nonclassical 
phenomena i.e. squeezing and entanglement for different modes of the system. These 
effect on strong coupling interaction between macroscopic membrane and cavity resonator 
neglecting the effect of dissipation and environmental noise have been studied. Phonon 
properties of the system under that conditions are also investigated. Temporal variation of 
these nonclassical properties for different strength of coupling are also reported. 

Keywords:  nonclassical, squeezing,entanglement. 
 
1. Introduction 
In optomechanical system (OMS) the interaction between high quality mechanical 
oscillators and high-finesse optical resonators via radiation pressure,optical gradient is of 
great interest in both theory and experiment recently [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. There are several 
potential application of OMS in high-precession measurements and quantum information 
processing 6,7,8], optomechanical transducers [9], sensitive detectors for gravitational 
waves [10], microdisk-coupled nanomechanical beam waveguides [11], optomechanical 
sensor [12], optomechanical induced transparency [13, 14]. 

Observations like photon induced tunneling [15], single-photon optomechanics [2] 
are related to linear optomechanical coupling. Again, optomechanical coupling varies 
quadratically with mechanical displacement has been reported in a number of 
configuration, strong dispersive coupling optomechanical system[5], single-photon 
emission and scattering spectra [16], ultracold atoms [17]. Quadratic coupling switch over 
linear coupling by explanning optical springs [18], dressed states and nondemolition [1], 
photon transport [19]. Nonclassical properties like squeezing,entanglement are also 
observed in the dynamics of OMS [20, 21]. These nonclassical features has application in 
optical waveguide tap [22], nano-displacement measurement [23], optical storage [24], 
interferometric technique [25] , optical communication [26] , quantum cryptography [27], 
quantum dense coding [28]. 

The earlier studies are based on weak coupling so motivated by recent proposal 
[29] and experiment [30] we are interested to study these nonclassical features under single 
photon strong coupling regime. Starting from a seperable quantum state of cavity and 
mechanical mode, the optomechanical coupling can entangle them to get an  
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entangled quantum state. In this article using analytic solution and short time perturbative 
solutions of Heisenberg's equations of motion for various field modes, we investigate the 
existence of single mode and intermodal squeezing, intermodal entanglement of quadratic 
coupled OMS. We also studied phononic properties under strong coupling conditions. 
.      The article is organised as follows at first we describe the model Hamiltonian of 
quadratically coupled OMS and its perturbative solutions for equation of motions 
corresponds to various field modes then the criteria of squeezing and entanglement and 
investigate the existence of them of various field modes and phonon properties. 

 
2. The Model 
A schematic diagram of the quadratically-coupled optomechanical system is shown in 
figure 1. One can easily observe that the optomechanical system with 
a'membrane-in-the-middle' (a thin dielectric) is of our interest. The coupling between the 
membrane and the optical cavity depends on the position of membrane relative to a node 
(or antinode) of the intracavity standing wave.  

 
Figure 1: system configuration 

 
   The single mode cavity field characterized by the annihilation(creation) 

operators a ( †a )and the field operators b ( †b ) corresponds to the mechanical motion 

of the membrane having resonant frequencies cω  and frequency of mechanical mode 

mω  respectively.The Hamiltonian of the system is given by[5] 

 2†††† )(= bbagabbaaH mc +++ ωω              (1) 
 where g  is the coupling strength between cavity field and the membrane.These operator 

satisfy bosonic commutation relation 1=],[=],[ †† bbaa  

(we consider 1=ℏ ) The photon number operator aaN a
†=  in Hamiltonian 

H  is a conserved quantity and for stability of the membrane the coupling strength g  

should satisfy the condition ngm 4> −ω , where n is the number of photon inside the 

cavity[16].Consideration of this Hamiltonian neglecting optical loss,environmental effects 
and also in absence of driving due to analysis of optomechanical system zero drive 
Hamiltonian used by some of us[31, 32],theory[33] and experiment[34] both reported 
optomechanical systems in which environmental effects are greately reduced. 
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2.1. Solutions 
To study various nonclassical properties in quadratically coupled OMS we consider the 
solutions of the following Heisenberg equations of motion for various field modes 
corresponds to Hamiltonian of equation(1) .   

( )]1)()(2)()()()([=)( †22† ++++− tbtbtbtbtgataita cωɺ                                     
))]()()(()(2)([=)( †† tbtbtatgatbitb m ++− ωɺ                           (2)         

In coventional short-time approach we may expand )(ta  in taylor series 
expansion   
           ...|)((0)=)( 0= ++ ttatata ɺ

                                    (3) 

 where (0)],[=)( aHitaɺ . In first order short-time approximated solution we do not 

obtain any term which arises from )( taɺɺ . The evalution of the commutator in equation 

(3) we get the time development of operator )( ta  interms of (0)a . In this we neglect 
the term beyond linear power of coupling coefficient g . This short-time approximated 
solution is very much powerful to get the existence of nonclassical properties as used in 
[35]. 

The solutions of equation (2) assumes the following from  

(0)(0)(0)(0)(0)(0)(0)(0)=)( 5
†

4
2

3
2†

21 afbbafbfbafafta ++++  
(0)(0)(0)(0)(0)(0)(0)=)( ††

3
†

21 baahbaahbhtb ++                       (4) 
 where the parameters 1,...,5)=( if i  and 1,2,3)=( ih i  are function of time 

and evaluated from initial boundary conditions 0=(0)=(0) 11 hf  and 

2,3,4,5)=0(=(0)=(0) ihf ii  

The solutions of )( tf i and )( th i  are  given by   
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These solutions are valid up to first order in g  such that 1<gt  and 
perturbation theory holds good. Equal time commutation relation (ETCR) to check the 
solutions   

     1=)](),([=)](),([ †† tbtbtata                         (6)                           
 has been studied. For checking we use the fact that the operator (0)a  commutes with 

(0)b  and (0)†b . Similarly, (0)b  commutes with (0)a and (0)†a .  

 
2.2. Number operator 
Number operators of the field modes a  and b  are given by   

 
+++ 1

*
3

2††
1

*
2

2†
1

*
1

†† (0)(0)(0)(0)(0)(0)[(0)(0)=)()(= ffbaaffbaaffaatataN a                           

.].(0)(0)(0)(0)(0)(0) 1
*

5
†

1
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4
†† chffaaffbbaa ++  

.].(0)(0)(0)(0)(0)(0)(0)[(0)(0)=)()(= 1
*
3

2†
1

*
2

††
1

*
1

†† chhhbaahhbbaahhbbtbtbNb +++                                                        

Here h.c. stands for hermitian conjugates. In short, here and also in remaining portion of 
the solutions we use ii ftf =)(  (for 1,...,5=i )and 

ii hth =)( (for 1,2,3=i ). 

 
3. Conditions for quadrature squeezing and entanglement 
To investigate nonclassical properties (i.e.squeezing and entanglement ) in quadratic 
coupled OMS we use the following conditions and consider the field modes are initially 
coherent. 

The criteria for quadrature squeezing in single mode(a  or b ) and compound 
mode ( ba , ) are[36]   

 
4

1
<)( , 

4

1
<)( 22

aa YX ∆∆  

 
4

1
<)( , 

4

1
<)( 22

abab YX ∆∆                               (8) 

 The quadratic operators are defined as   

 )]()([
2

1
= , )]()([

2

1
= †† tata

i
YtataX aa −+  

 )]()()()([
22

1
= †† tbtbtataX ab +++

√
 

 )]()()()([
22

1
= †† tbtbtata

i
Y ab −+−

√          
(9)

   
 

 
To find out existence of intermodal entanglement here we use two inseparability criteria 
which are sufficient for characterization of entanglement. First one, to find the existence of 
entanglement of a given two mode state, Duan et al. derived an inequality interms of 
position and momentum linear combination. This inequality satisfied by any seperable 
state and violated by inseperable state. this violation is sufficient but not necessary 
condition for inseparability of arbitrary states. This can be expressed in terms of moments 
of creation and annihilation operators is given by [37]   
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       2<)()( 22 vu ∆+∆                                           (10)                    
 is called as Duan et al. criterion, where   

 ))]()(())()([(
2

1
= †† tbtbtatau +++

√
 

 ))]()(())()([(
2

1
= †† tbtbtata

i
v −+−

√
            (11)      

 Second, for a quadratic operator ††
1 = baabF + and )(= ††

2 baabiF −− , adding 
up the variances and assuming seperability provides an inequality which coincides with the 
uncertainty relation.So, it cannot be the criteria of inseparability. For a state to be seperable 
its uncertainty in one of these variables must greater than lower bound. Hillery-Zubairy 
shows that for 1F  and 2F , that lower bound is one and employed Schwarz inequality to 

find the variance lower bound for a general operator abebaeF ii φφφ −+††=)( . For 

any state to be satisfy 1<))(( φF∆  which leads to the criterion for inseparability 
expressed in terms of expectation values of moments of the field operators such as 
Hillery-Zubairy criterion[38, 39] 
 For product state   

 2

1

>]><[<>|>|< ba NNab                            (12) 

                                                                                              
3.1. Nonclassicality in OMS 
Using above said criterion equation (8-12) and also by perturbative solutions equation (4,5) 
we now find out the existence of different nonclassical properties.Considering initial states 
of photon and phonon modes are coherent so  product of two coherent states 〉〉 βα ||  

where 〉α|  and 〉β|  are the eigenkets of field operators a and b  respectively. 

Thus,        〉〉〉〉 βααβα ||=||)(ta                                 (13) 

 2|| α and 2|| β  are number of photons and phonons respectively in the field mode 

a  and b . For spontaneous process, 0=β  and 0≠α . But for stimulated 
process,these complex amplitudes are not necessarily zero and it seems to consider 

βα > . 
 

3.1.1. Single mode and intermodal quadrature squeezing 
Using perturbative solutions equation (4,5) and squeezing conditions equation (8,9) we 
obtain analytic expressions for quadrature fluctuations in single mode as 
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 where c.c. stands for complex conjugates. Whose time variation is shown in fig.(2-3).  
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Figure 2: (color online) Plot of )( 2

bX∆  (solid curve) and )( 2
bY∆  (dashed curve) of mode 

b  with rescaled time tmω (dimensionless) for 3=α  , 2=β , GHzc 15=ω , 

MHzg 1.2= , 2=/ mg ω .These values of cω  , mω  and g  are consisted with 

experimental values[30] and proposals [29]. 
 
   From equation (14) it is clear that no squeezing is observed in mode a . 
   However, single mode squeezing is possible in mode b  as shown in fig. (2,3). Here 

we observed that the bX  quadrature is always squeezed at the cost of the bY  
quadrature and the amount of squeezing is very small. The result in fig.(2,3) are also 
depends on relative phase angles of complex amplitude's α  and β (not shown). From 
above two graphical variation we see that depth of squeezing increases with increasing 
coupling strength  g. 

 
Figure 3: (color online) Plot of )( 2

bX∆  (solid curve) and )( 2
bY∆  (dashed curve)  of 

mode b  with rescaled time tmω (dimensionless) for 3=α  , 2=β , GHzc 15=ω , 

GHzg 1.2= , 2000=/ mg ω .   
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where c.c. stands for complex conjugates. Whose time variation is shown in fig. (4-5). 
Intermodal squeezing is observed for compound mode )( ab  as fig.(4,5). Here we see for 
compound mode the collapse and revival of squeezing effects in both quadrature 
components. The squeezing of abX  quadrature automatically prohibits the squeezing of 

abY  quadrature or viceversa.  It is also clear that depth of squeezing increases as 

coupling strength g  increases but this increaseness is much greater than single mode b . 

 
Figure 4: (color online) Plot of )( 2

abX∆  (solid curve) and )( 2
abY∆  (dashed curve) 

of mode ab  with rescaled time tmω (dimensionless) for 3=α  , 2=β , 

GHzc 15=ω , MHzg 1.2= , 2=/ mg ω . 

   

 
Figure 5: (color online) Plot of )( 2

abX∆  (solid curve) and )( 2
abY∆  (dashed curve) of 

mode ab  with rescaled time tmω (dimensionless) for 3=α  , 2=β , GHzc 15=ω , 

GHzg 1.2= , 2000=/ mg ω . 
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3.1.2. Intermodal entanglement 
We examine intermodal entanglement of compound mode ab  by Duan et.al. 
inseparability criteria so, using equations (4,10,11)   

.].)[(=2)()( *
21

**
15

*
14

**
13

2*
12

*222 cchhffffffffvu +++++−∆+∆ ααββββ                  

.].)[(2 *
31

**
14

**
31

*
13 cchfhfhfhf +++++ αβαβαβαβ

                     (17) 

Graphical variation of 2)()( 22 −∆+∆ vu  with rescaled time tmω  is 

shown in fig.(6) which shows that result is negative i.e. intermodal entanglement exists. It 
also seen that amount of entanglement changes with variation of α . 

From fig. (6,7) we say that depth of entanglement increases as the coupling 
strength g . 

 
Figure 6: (color online) Plot of 2)()( 22 −∆+∆ vu  (solid curve)for 3=α  and (dashed 

curve) for 5=α  with rescaled time tmω (dimensionless) for 2=β , GHzc 15=ω , 

MHzg 1.2= , 2=/ mg ω  

 
Figure 7: (color online) Plot of 2)()( 22 −∆+∆ vu  (solid curve)for 3=α  and (dashed 

curve) for 5=α  with rescaled time tmω (dimensionless) for 2=β , GHzc 15=ω , 

GHzg 1.2= , 2000=/ mg ω  
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Now, to investigate existence of entanglement by Hilery-Zubairy criteria of intermodal 
entanglement using equation (4,7,12)   

 2>||<>)><(<= abNNE baab −  
 ( ) .].)([= *

13
*2*

12
*

1
*

1
* cchhhhff ++− βββαα        (18) 

From fig.(8-9) we see entanglement exists all possible time according to 
Hilery-Zubairy criteria unlike criteria Duan et al. in which negativity arises almost periodic 
variation.It also seen that depth of entanglement increases with α  as similar to Duan et 
al. criteria. 

Again, from fig.(6-9) we can say that for both inseparability criteria the depth of 
entanglement increases with variation of coupling strength g . Although the optical and 
mechanical modes are initially seperable , but they are entangled. 

 
Figure 8: (color online) Plot of abE  (solid curve)for 3=α  and (dashed curve) for 

5=α  with rescaled time tmω (dimensionless) for 2=β , GHzc 15=ω , MHzg 1.2=

, 2=/ mg ω  

 
Figure 9: (color online)Plot of abE  (solid curve)for 3=α  and (dashed curve) for 

5=α  with rescaled time tmω (dimensionless) for 2=β , GHzc 15=ω , GHzg 1.2=

, 2000=/ mg ω .  
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4. Phonon statistics 
From the knowledge of )( tb  we investigate the physical behaviour of the mechanical 

mode of oscillation, such as the average phonon number >)()(< † tbtb , whose time 
dependence is shown in fig.(10).  

].))([(>=< 1
*
3

2
1

*
2

***2 cchhhhN b +++ βββααβ                (19) 

which shows that phonon number increases with time or dimensionless parameter tmω . 

So,phonon number is not conserved quantity. 
We can also find analytically the phononic Mandel parameter defined by 
  

1]
>)()(<

>))()((<>))()((<
[=

†

2†2†

−−
tbtb

tbtbtbtb
Q k             (20) 

 
This parameter indicates the nature of the phonon statistics. If 0=kQ  i.e. the eigenstate 

phonon statistics are poissonian. 0>kQ  and 0<kQ  corresponds to super-poissonian 

and sub-poissonian statistics respectively. 
Using equation (4, 20) we get   
 

 cchhhhQk .))((= 1
*
3

2
2

*
1

** ++ βββαα                    (21) 

 
Figure  10: (color online) Plot of >)()(< † tbtb  or >< bN  with rescaled time tmω
(dimensionless) for 3=α , 2=β , GHzc 15=ω , MHzg 1.2= , 2=/ mg ω  
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  Figure  11: (color online) Plot of  )(tQ k  with time t  for 3=α , 2=β ,

.2/,2.1,15= == mc gMHzgGHz ωω  

  
The temporal behaviour of phononic Mandel parameter is shown in fig.(11). The 

oscillation in kQ  due to the periodic time dependence of >))()((< 2† tbtb  and 

.>)()(< † tbtb  The phonon statistics super-poissonian in nature. 
 

5. Conclusions 
We explore the nonclassical properties such as single mode and intermodal squeezing, 
intermodal entanglement for a quadratically-coupled optomechanical system. 
Investigations of these properties under strong coupling such as coupling strength is order 
of MHz and GHz. Under strong coupling condition single photon affect the cavity field. 
So, there is variation of depth of nonclassical properties due to change in coupling strength. 
This system yield superposition of squeezed state (intermodal squeezing for ab mode) 
rather than pure squeezed state (single mode for a). Indermodal entanglement (ab mode) 
also exists for higher coupling strength. From Hillery-Zubairy criterion entanglement 
exists for all time but Duan et al. criteria shows there is disentangled state in periodic 
variation. Our study should be specifically used to entanglement generation, 
optomechanical spectroscopy, photon-induced tunneling, optical and mechanical 
squeezing. 
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